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1. Total world population seems to have ----

4. When compared with petrol, hydrogen is -----

around a level of approximately half a billion

clean and does not produce carbon emissions

people until the modern period, when it began to

when it is burned.

climb steadily.

A) severely

A) appeared

B) fundamentally

B) expired

C) promptly

C) qualified

D) gradually

D) fluctuated

E) relatively

E) weakened
5. People seem to forget that an e-mail says so
2. Alzheimer’s disease is the major form of

much about them, but it can even -----

mental impairment in older people and is

personality characteristics.

characterized by the ----- of brain tissue over an

A) receive

extended period of time.

B) eliminate

A) clarification

C) overcome

B) examination

D) convey

C) deterioration

E) abandon

D) realisation
E) prevention

6. Children’s power to understand and reflect on
their experiences ----- their ability to use verbal

3. As video-gaming has become a ----- industry

symbols.

that attracts huge investment and intense

A) depends on

competition, there are numerous ideas

B) looks into

concerning its characteristics.

C) complies with

A) massive

D) brings about

B) constant

E) sends out

C) challenging
D) repetitive
E) complementary
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7. UNICEF is deeply committed to creating a

10. In non-literate societies, valuable

world in which all children, regardless of their

information about the past is often enshrined in

gender or socioeconomic background, have -----

oral tradition – poems, hymns or sayings ----

to free, compulsory and quality education.

from generation to generation by word of

A) access

mouth.

B) dedication

A) taken off

C) insight

B) handed down

D) addiction

C) thrown up

E) tendency

D) kept off
E) rooted out

8. In some countries, such as Brazil and Russia,
codes have been put in place to promote ----

11. By mapping equatorial rainfall since 800 AD,

logging of forest ecosystems.

scientists have ----- how tropical weather may

A) applicable

change over the next century.

B) penetrable

A) taken out

C) notable

B) put aside

D) sustainable

C) brought down

E) provable

D) figured out
E) counted upon

9. Many scientists believe that our sanitized
surroundings are -----

allergic disorders in

12. Taking a break, and distracting your mind

children, which have doubled in the last decade.

for a while, not only gives you the spare time to

A) extracting

be creative, but it can also give your brain the

B) fulfilling

space it needs to ---- creative solutions to

C) unifying

problems you have been struggling with.

D) ensuring

A) make up for

E) fostering

B) get away from
C) fight back against
D) look up to
E) come up with
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13. World War II is an important turning point

16. Famous Brazilian photographer Sebastião

in that it ---- the beginning of the end of colonial

Salgado ---- photography after a brief career as

empires.

an economist in the 1970s.

A) made out

A) gave off

B) handed down

B) took up

C) brought about

C) called for

D) took over

D) pulled over

E) put back

E) handed in

14. From the beginning of human history,

17. Despite its problems, the Space Shuttle has

innovators have experimented with all kinds of

been a major step forward in spaceflight,----

elements, from the ordinary to the invisible,

more than one hundred successful missions and

trying to ----- new, improved materials.

pointing the way for future reusable spacecraft.

A) come up with

A) standing for

B) do away with

B) carrying out

C) cut down on

C) running into

D) get along with

D) calling for

E) make up for

E) putting aside

15. From the ancient pyramids to today’s hi-

18. By 2008, the UK had begun to return to

tech skyscrapers, powerful people have always

nuclear power by ---- the construction of new

---- their status through impressive buildings.

reactors.

A) put on

A) calling for

B) laid out

B) turning over

C) shown off

C) putting off

D) given in

D) taking apart

E) passed over

E) pulling up
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Açıklamalı çözüm
videosu için kodu
tarayınız.

Cevap Anahtarı 13
1 D
2 C
3 A
4 E
5 D
6 A
7 A
8 D
9 E
10 B
11 D
12 E
13 C
14 A
15 C
16 B
17 B
18 A
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